Oh that fellow...
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Across
1 Flail about in
heartless Thatcher's
turmoil (8)
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5 Although
dangerous, violent
elephants rarely
break heads
deliberately for
example (6)
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9 American right
winger leads Tory
in canvass. On
reflection they are
the same (8)
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12 Things to do; put
first ingredient of
recipe in large pan,
then see
commercials (9)
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10 Urge mug to hold
your breakfast (3,3)
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13 Major road through
constituency
reverses trains (5)
14 Upper hand to trim
hedges (4)

article that belongs
to them (6)

16 Take over from old
official, about fifty
one (7)

30 Strike after upper
class replaced
socialist in Soviet
Union, taking
power by force (8)

19 Wrecking den? Fuel
required (7)
21 Irish poetry lacking
introduction (4)
24 Bewilder by
removing princess's
rear from seat (5)
25 Throwable?
Dangerously over
head in the city
(6,3)
27/21D The war drags
Ed around Welsh
hero (6,7)

Down
1 Mixes up blankets
(6)
2 Noose comes up in
extreme right
statement (6)
3 Rinse pigs food (5)
4 English tycoon
gives up golf to
come out (7)

28 Appreciative of big
open fire? Not
entirely. (8)

6 Endless country
before me, in love's
medicine for the
heart (9)

29 US taxmen pursue

7 Weigh down

proverbially cool
one, with queen
taken by knight we
hear (8)
8 Went around saying
'Farewell history'
(8)
11 Former astronaut
has overthrown
autocrat (4)
15 Used to turn aside
one changing
parties, including
Labour (9)
17 Teachers group
mangled anything
instinctive (8)
18 Grenade exploded
round first military
officer in Calais (8)
20 Toss electronic
earpiece (4)
21 See 27 Across

22 They say eye
follows female in
close look (6)
23 Intermittently bleak
in all male prison
camp (6)
26 Come in and go on!
(5)

